Abstract

The development process involved developers contribution based his/her cognitive thinking in the real time process. The developer’s performance is dynamic as per their cognitive load. The cognitive load is un-deterministic as well hidden and integrated in the developer’s process. This paper attempt to identify software developer cognitive measure which influences the development process using neural network back propagation model. It describes the conceptual view on conventional construction of neural network for cognitive measure observation of software development processes. A neural network model designed to present the structure of developer’s performance such as Regularity, Task Completion, Accuracy, Team Involvement and Reporting are used to generate the Performance and Cognitive Load of the output layer. To obtain the Performance and the Cognitive Load from the given input, the Cognitive work load such as physical ability, mental ability, temporal ability, effort, frustration and performance are assigned to a hidden layer. The observation and the results are described and discussed as part of the paper.
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